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ove it or hate it, few trends have left a bigger impression 
on American dining this past decade than shared plates. 

Following	that	first	wave	of	tapas-inspired	openings,	you	could	
almost feel diners collectively abandoning the traditional meal 
in favor of this nonconformist, frenzied style of sampling whatever 
they wanted whenever it arrived. 
 Suddenly, everything from steak to Italian to seafood was 
being shrunken to “shareable” size, with varied success. Every  
menu came with a lengthy explanation of how—and how much—
to order. As the send-as-ready mantra took hold, four-tops would 
end up with one tiny slab of pork belly to split four ways as often 
as eight dishes arrived all at once only to be sucked down 
unceremoniously just to make room.
 “What I call the failures of tapas or small plates, when it 
was adopted by American restaurateurs, is that there was nothing 
like	it	to	compare	portion	sizes	to,”	says	Stuart	Brioza,	chef/owner	
of	State	Bird	Provisions	and	The	Progress	in	San	Francisco.	“So	
it became a mass shrinking of the entree through a little shrink 
machine, where you’d cut it in half and charge two-thirds of the 
price. That’s not what small plates are. They’re not entrees.”

L 	 Brioza	 and	 his	 wife	 Nicole	 Krasinski	 opened	 State	 Bird	
Provisions in 2011 as a dim sum-inspired take on the hors 
d’oeuvres parties they provided in their past lives as caterers 
(both also worked at San Francisco’s now-shuttered Rubicon). 
Their roving-carts approach to small plates helps take the stress 
out of ordering.
	 “Rather	than	having	guests	trying	to	figure	out	how	much	
to order, we bring you food and you gauge, based on size, how 
hungry	you	are	and	your	interest	level	in	a	dish,”	Brioza	says.	
“We’ve taken the idea of small plates and modernized and put 
a lot of American ingenuity into it.”
	 State	Bird	Provisions’	20-seat	dining	room	is	made	up	of	
mostly	 two-	and	four-top	tables,	and	plates	are	fired	and	sent	
out	based	on	popularity.	Because	90%	of	customers	are	likely	
to order the garlic bread with burrata, for example, the kitchen 
will	send	out	12	of	those	dishes	and	immediately	fire	six	more.	
For a 60%-popularity dish such as duck liver mousse, the kitchen 
will send out eight and circulate four more about 10 minutes later.
 “The idea is you always give one less plate than what you 
need	 in	 the	 dining	 room,”	Brioza	 says.	 “But	 there’s	 constant	
verbal communication happening among the food runners in 
case we need to bump something up.”

Shared 
Plates

Successful shared-plate concepts 

call for behind-the-scenes finesse.

By Maggie Hennessy

OPPOSITE: State Bird Provisions’ sourdough, sauerkraut, pecorino and ricotta pancakes. 
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 The kitchen comprises seven stations, each responsible for 
about	five	dishes.	Plates	are	mostly	medium-sized,	with	no	more	
than four ounces of protein per dish, so “a table of four can wipe 
out	17	dishes,	no	problem,”	Brioza	says.
 There’s almost always tableside action—whether pouring 
hot broth over a bowl of dumplings or slicing off pork ribs to order 
from a preheated clay oven. And in true hors d’oeuvres party 
fashion, there are always bites within diners’ reach. 

When small plates aren’t shareable
 Chef Cedric Maupillier has always loved small-plates dining 
for two. It’s the family-style group settings where it often goes 
awry, because “small plates become too small,” he says.
  He opened French-American Convivial in Washington, 
D.C.,	in	December	2015	as	an	answer	to	this	tendency	to	conflate	
shared and small. The menu is categorized traditionally into 
nibbles,	cold	(vegetable,	fish	and	meat),	hot	(vegetable,	fish	and	
meat), cheese and dessert. Diners are encouraged to order three 
to	four	dishes	apiece	to	be	satisfied	and	share	everything.	What	
might not be as obvious, however, is that every aspect of the 
experience that follows is painstakingly deliberate. 
 “‘Convivial’ means ‘fond of eating, drinking and good company.’ 
It’s a matter of sharing,” Maupillier says. “We needed to create 
food that made the most sense for this kind of experience.”

 He slightly increased appetizer portions and decreased the 
mains to make them work for a crowd. Medium plates comprise 
roughly eight ounces of food—with protein taking up about 
half. Plates are strictly portioned and weighed to maintain food 
costs;	 everything	on	 the	menu	costs	$18	or	 less.	Dishes	 such	
as spicy merguez with chickpea puree and pickled vegetables 
jardinière are plated to ensure everyone gets everything in each bite. 
 “It’s beautiful when you have three snap peas and a line of 
reduction, but this is not a shared plate—this is more like a tasting 
menu,” Maupillier says. “So when I sauce, I put a lot of sauce. And 
I’ll put that dish in a bowl, for example, so it can be scooped out.” 
 He also refuses to send out food as ready, at the risk of 
leaving	a	table	of	five	with	one	plate	to	split.	Instead,	he	leaves	
coursing up to the servers. 
 “You have to send a plate for each guest at the same time,” 
Maupillier says. “It creates a better, more-generous atmosphere 
for the diner.”

Don’t tell me how to order
 Restaurateur Amy Morton likewise wanted to capture the 
warmth of a shared meal when she opened farm-to-table, 
shared-plate spot Found Kitchen and Social House in Evanston, 
Illinois.	But	she	took	issue	with	excessive	explanations	by	servers	
about how to order, noting that the spiel can feel misleading, 
even condescending.
 “We vehemently oppose servers suggesting that people need 
to order two of this or three of that,” she says. “It sets the wrong 
tone. You don’t have to up the ante on getting me to spend. If I 
over-order, I can bring it home. If I want more, I can order it later.”

ABOVE LEFT: “We want people to feel warm and jovial,” says Convivial chef/owner 
Cedric Maupillier. “After all, it’s food. It doesn’t have to be so serious.”
ABOVE RIGHT: Chef’s board, lamb meatballs and flatbread at Found. Proper shared-
plates pacing requires server finesse, says owner Amy Morton.
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 The key is to set the right pace behind the scenes, she says. So 
when	Found	opened	five	years	ago,	the	staff	engaged	in	frequent	
discussions	about	ensuring	that	the	flow	of	dishes	didn’t	make	guests	
feel rushed or overwhelmed with food, and that drinks were always 
served	before	the	first	plate	arrived.	These	responsibilities	often	fall	
on wait staff, especially because Found has two kitchens.
 “Shared plates feel like a more-casual, relaxed style of dining, 
and	yet	I	think	from	the	servers’	side,	there’s	a	lot	of	finesse,”	
Morton says. Servers ring plates in coursed form to maintain a 
staggered	flow	both	in	the	kitchens	and	the	dining	room—letting	
diners know so they can change the order if they want to.  It’s also 
up to servers, runners and management to be aware if dishes 
are coming up too fast before the food hits the table. Morton 
stresses the importance of keeping interactions with diners 
unobtrusive, while also fostering enthusiasm about the food. 
 Executive chef Nicole Pederson’s menu is full of surprises, 
Morton says. “So it requires a little bit of ‘Don’t forget the 
beautiful housemade mint yogurt under the lamb meatballs—
you’ll want to spoon some on top.’ It’s about creating a special, 
convivial dining experience and allowing guests to talk about 
the food as it comes. That’s the fun part of shared plates.”

Sharing fatigue?
 Interestingly, though, shared-plates fatigue was partly the 
inspiration	behind	Morton’s	second	restaurant,	The	Barn,	which	
opened in Evanston late last year. This meat-centric spot embod-
ies	old-school	a	la	carte	dining	sans	stuffiness—via	appetizers	
such as venison tartare and warm king crab, entrees such as a 

16-ounce	rib-eye,	Bolognese	and	pork	chops,	and	hearty	sides	such	
as creamed Swiss chard. 
 “We absolutely love Found, but we felt the market was a bit 
saturated with shared,” she says. “We were ready as operators 
and diners for a different style of dining, and it’s been really 
well-received.” The biggest challenge so far? Curbing servers’ 
mentality of expecting everyone to share, she adds.
	 Meanwhile,	 Brioza	 and	 Krasinski	 continue	 to	 push	 the	
boundaries of “shared,” more recently via The Progress, next 
door	to	State	Bird	Provisions.	A	truly	family-style	restaurant,	
The Progress requires entire tables to commit to a single four-
dish menu, plus snacks. Abundant platters follow, piled with 
imaginative shareables such as chicken cacciatore meatballs or 
grilled beef with yuba noodles, seaweed and fermented vegetables 
stewed in butter. 
 “We think a lot about the food and how it scales and how beau-
tiful	it	becomes	as	it	gets	larger,”	Brioza	says.	“There’s	something	
so magical about a platter of food that serves multiple people.” 

Small still looms large 
 Yet for all the criticism, there’s a big reason small plates haven’t 
receded into has-been territory: People (chefs included) like them. 
 “I love small plates—it’s how I eat when I go out,” says 
Bobby	Palmquist,	executive	chef	of	The	Walrus	and	the	Carpenter	
in Seattle. “It’s as popular now, if not more so, because it’s fun 
and lends itself to a really lively, rambunctious atmosphere.”
 When The Walrus opened eight years ago, Renee Erickson, 
Jeremy Price and Chad Dale envisioned a cozy seafood-centric 
small—and shared—plates spot. Nowadays, tables are still just 
as	hard	to	come	by,	and	Palmquist	estimates	some	80%	of	diners	
share dishes. 
 The restaurant’s success is partly by design. The 40-seat 
space is mostly made up of small four- and two-top tables. A 
two-man line churns out an endless array of hot and cold oceanic 
goodies, from local oysters and grilled sardines to steamed 
clams and cod carpaccio, so The Walrus relies heavily on servers 
to	space	things	out	and	fire	dishes	as	they	see	fit.	
 “If the staff, especially the servers, are on board and behind 
what you’re doing, it makes it easy, because they’re the ones directly 
communicating to guests,” Palmquist says. “If they like this style 
of shared plates and this style of dining, it’s so easily conveyed to 
the customer.”
 Moreover, the ubiquity of shared- and small-plates dining 
means that there are plenty of folks who know just how to order and 
split	up	even	the	tiniest	portions	however	they	see	fit.	“That’s	
the beauty of small plates,” Palmquist says. 
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ABOVE: At State Bird Provisions, trays of shareables, such as duck liver mousse and 
almond biscuits, are sent out in numbers reflecting their popularity. 


